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Marion Cotillard for Lady Dior

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

Today in luxury marketing:

Marking 70 years of Dior with a new strategic archive

"It's  quite a revolution, dear Christian; your dresses have such a new look." This sentence, uttered by Harper's Bazaar
editor Carmel Snow to a then-unknown Christian Dior, has come to define a cultural explosion that ricocheted far
beyond the tree-lined boulevards of Paris, reports Business of Fashion.

Click here to read the entire article on Business of Fashion

Karl Lagerfeld is never satisfied

Wedged between Paris's tourist-trod rue de Rivoli and the bustling Boulevard des Capucines lies an unassuming
three-block stretch of gray asphalt, its  sides jammed with parked mopeds. The architecture is a mash-up of humdrum
office buildings and traditional French neoclassical facades. But mention the street's namerue Cambonto any local
taxi driver and he'll straighten up in his seat and say, "Chanel?" says the Wall Street Journal.

Click here to read the entire article on the Wall Street Journal

How Cond Nast learned to love tangling with Trump

In the melee of coverage before and after the election, no glossy magazine publisher has been more publicly
invested in swinging hard against Donald Trump than Cond Nast. And it's  not just within the usual highbrow political
pages of the New Yorker, according to Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire article on Bloomberg

Hoteliers comb the ranks of tech workers to gain an edge

The front desk manager or housekeeper may epitomize the hotel employee, but the hospitality industry is
increasingly dependent on tech workers, vacuuming data scientists, web designers and other experts into its ranks,
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per The New York Times.

Click here to read the entire article on The New York Times
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